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Why People Stay

Decision-making in Situations of Forced Displacement and Options for Humanitarian Aid and Development Cooperation
The proportion of affected populations who flee violent conflict is much smaller than is widely assumed. Many decide to remain in the conflict zones. They are often referred to as stayees.

Three groups can be identified. Some people stay voluntarily. Others do so involuntarily, for example because they lack the resources to flee or because violent actors restrict their freedom of movement. Another group acquiesce to their immobility.

Little is known about stayees, their needs and the reasons for their immobility. But several factors relevant to their decision-making can be identified. These include type of conflict, type of violence and personal situation.

Whether they remain voluntarily or involuntarily, stayees employ survival strategies including collaboration, neutrality, protest and resistance.

Knowledge about stayees and their survival strategies is important for humanitarian aid and development actors. Only if they are well informed can they align their activities with actual needs and provide meaningful support to people living in and with violent conflicts.

It is therefore essential to consider the entire spectrum of (im)mobility and to understand this expanded perspective as a positive — without neglecting the forcibly displaced. The agency of civilians in violent conflicts needs to be recognised and they must be protected from abuse and exploitation by aid workers (do-no-harm principle). Finally, stayees must be systematically included in all post-conflict initiatives supporting voluntary return and reintegration.
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Issues and Recommendations

Why People Stay
Decision-making in Situations of Forced Displacement and Options for Humanitarian Aid and Development Cooperation

Issues around refugees and forced displacement are high on the political agenda in Germany and the EU. One sign of this is the enormous media interest in migration routes to Europe. There is also increased funding for migration and refugee studies in Germany. Asylum and migration policy is hotly debated across Europe, and the potential for political mobilisation is significant. The debate often divides into two highly polarised camps, with one side demanding solidarity for people forced to flee for their lives, the other regarding refugee movements as an economically driven security risk.

For all the controversy, the two sides share one thing in common: they concentrate on people who are on the move, internationally or within their own country. This "mobility bias" means that people who remain where they live despite war and violence tend to be overlooked, even though they usually represent the majority. One consequence of this is a lack of research into the motives and behaviour of these "stayees".

The present study investigates why people stay in situations of violent conflict, what factors influence their decisions, and what alternative strategies they pursue. A number of recommendations for development cooperation and humanitarian aid are derived.

The contribution begins by defining stayees and distinguishing them from refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs). The “aspirations-capabilities framework” from migration research is used to investigate the decision-making processes. Three categories of stayee are identified: voluntarily immobile, acquiescently immobile, and involuntarily immobile or immobilised (“trapped populations”).

The literature on forced displacement usually assumes that people in situations of violent conflicts possess agency and options and make rational choices to maximise their safety (by fleeing) — even if the options are generally limited. The present study applies this functionalistic cost-benefit approach to decisions to stay. Given the lack of relevant research on stayees, factors that mitigate towards staying rather
than fleeing are derived from the research on forced displacement, distinguishing type of conflict, type of violence and personal situation and social markers (macro, meso and micro levels). This offers a basis for explaining decision-making processes (although not to predict the migration decisions of individuals).

The present study supplements the research on forced displacement by supplying insights into the survival strategies employed by those who stay rather than flee. It analyses how people exploit the possibilities available to them to secure their survival, in particular how they relate to violent actors and seek to influence them. Civilians in situations of violent conflict are exposed to great danger and suffering; they undergo traumatic experiences and require protection and (international) support. Humanitarian and development actors need to be aware of the options available to stayees and their strategies for coping with violent conflicts. If they are to provide effective support their interventions must be designed accordingly.

International efforts to improve the coordination of humanitarian aid and development cooperation in such situations have been under way for some time now. Humanitarian aid and development cooperation frequently operate in parallel in countries with protracted violent conflicts, fragility and insecurity, but still often without sufficient coordination. The humanitarian-development-peace nexus (HDP nexus) has an important contribution to make here.

In the German context, too, supporting civilian populations that remain in situations of violent conflicts is one of the responsibilities of humanitarian aid — and these days also of development cooperation. Humanitarian aid still tends to dominate, and its approaches and instruments are designed for exactly such situations. Nevertheless, development cooperation plays a growing role today, increasingly employing conflict-sensitive and peace-building approaches. Germany’s transitional development assistance operates as a bridge between humanitarian aid and development cooperation, also in situations of protracted conflict.

The recommendations laid out at the end of the study are addressed to German and international humanitarian and development actors. The author argues that the entire mobility spectrum in violent conflicts needs to be taken into consideration in order to expand the existing focus on refugees into a broader (im)mobility perspective. In particular, awareness of the different forms of immobility can help to ensure that the needs of the civilian population are better served. That includes respecting and supporting (im)mobility decisions and providing assistance on the basis of vulnerability. In order to do so, external actors need to understand why civilians remain in situations of violent conflict and what survival strategies they employ.

The scope for humanitarian and development actors to contribute to physical safety in armed conflict is often limited — but they can and must protect civilians from violence, abuse and exploitation by their own staff. This is especially pertinent in light of the feminist policies recently adopted by the German Foreign Office and Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ).

The question of preventing violence is also salient in connection with promotion of return and reintegration in the Global South. Conflicts between returnees and stayees over land, employment and other resources can hinder reconstruction. External actors need to be aware of this and adopt conflict-sensitive approaches.
People flee from persecution, war, violence and human rights violations, often experiencing great suffering and injustice. At the end of 2022 UNHCR counted 108.4 million forcibly displaced people worldwide, a new historic record. Forced displacement rightly receives significant political attention. Nevertheless, those who choose to remain, the so-called “stayees”, tend to be overlooked.

**“Mobility bias”: Concentrating on (internationally) mobile groups**

Migration research focusses — practically by definition — on mobile population groups. This phenomenon is referred to as “mobility bias” in academic research. The same concentration on the mobile is also found in forced migration and refugee studies; those who stay are largely ignored.

**Stayees currently receive much less attention than refugees and IDPs.**

The reasons for this are primarily political. Countries and communities that host significant numbers of displaced persons incur considerable economic and political costs. Their security situation may deteriorate if the presence of refugees and IDPs contributes to violent conflicts. While the forced displacement of recent decades has occurred above all within and between developing countries — where most of those affected still live — more recent movements (in particular since 2015/16) have brought the global refugee emergency closer to the European Union. So the current interest in refugees and IDPs is driven in part by the concern of European states to avoid further major arrivals, which they fear could have negative conse-

---

3 Other terms are occasionally found in the literature, for example “stayers”, see Diana Mata-Codesal, “Is It Simpler to Leave or to Stay Put? Desired Immobility in a Mexican Village”, *Population, Space and Place* 24, no. 4 (2018): e2127 (2).
5 The focus on mobility in migration research mirrors a broader “mobility turn” in the social sciences, see Mimi Sheller and John Urry, “The New Mobilities Paradigm”, in *Environment and Planning A: Economy and Space*, no. 2 (2006): 207 — 26; Schewel, *Understanding the Aspiration to Stay* (see note 4), 332.
6 The same focus on mobility to the neglect of immobile groups and individuals is also noted in the field of environmental migration, see Caroline Zickgraf, “Immobility”, in *Routledge Handbook of Environmental Displacement and Migration*, ed. Robert McLeman and François Gemenne (Abingdon and New York: Routledge, 2018), 71 — 84 (74).
Why Are Stayees Overlooked?

Institutional efforts to address forced displacement have been stepped up since 2015 in response to these developments. At the global level the New York Declaration of 2016 led to the Global Compact on Refugees in 2018. The same is true of Germany, with visible results in the shape of a realignment of German development cooperation to address forced displacement, for example through a new funding instrument, the special initiative on forced displacement (Sonderinitiative Flucht).

There is also a second, more positive motivation driving the engagement. Situations of forced displacement are of great concern from the development perspective: the numbers affected by protracted displacement situations have been increasing and many of those affected experience great poverty and suffering. Many displacement situations remain unresolved as there are no durable solutions available, leaving millions of people facing a life of precarity and uncertainty. This also endangers the prospects of achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Nor is there any doubt that people escaping armed conflict and persecution require humanitarian aid. The international community does provide significant support in protracted displacement situations, for example for refugee camps, host communities, IDPs and especially vulnerable groups.

As a result stayees tend to be sidelined both in political discourse and in development cooperation and humanitarian aid. Little is known about them, their needs and their motives.

Distinguishing stayees from refugees and IDPs

Migration research (in contrast to refugee studies) does offer some starting points on the question of immobility. Carling lays out an “aspirations ability approach” to involuntary immobility. De Haas and Schewel develop this into an “aspirations-capabilities framework”, distinguishing between the wish to migrate and the ability or opportunity to do so, and including the question of immobility. According to Carling the intention to migrate is influenced both by the macro level environment (the social, economic and political context) and by individual wishes at the micro level. Those who possess both the intention and the means become (international) migrants. Immobility on the other hand, according to Schewel, means either that the ability to migrate is lacking (for example because of political and legal restrictions, lack of funds or lack of social capital) or that immobility is preferred or at least acquiesced to — whether as an explicit wish or on account of internal constraints and/or social roles.

10 Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung, “Menschen auf der Flucht” (Berlin, 2023). In the meantime the funding instrument has been renamed the special initiative for displaced persons and host countries (Sonderinitiative “Geflüchtete und Aufnahmeland”).
12 A hierarchisation can also be identified among those who flee. International refugees receive greater attention than IDPs, with stronger institutional and legal protections (although efforts are under way to address this), see Anne Koch, On the Run in Their Own Country: Political and Institutional Challenges in the Context of Internal Displacement, SWP Research Paper 5/2020 (Berlin: Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, May 2020).
15 Schewel, Understanding the Aspiration to Stay (see note 4).
16 Carling, “Migration in the Age of Involuntary Immobility” (see note 13), 12f.
17 Schewel, Understanding Immobility (see note 4), 338, 343.
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Schewel defines immobility as "spatial continuity in an individual’s center of gravity over a period of time."¹⁸

The same framework can be applied to forced displacement.¹⁹ The wish to escape the threat of war and persecution corresponds to "aspiration to migrate" in the figure, while the factors affecting the possibility to do so map to "capability to migrate". In light of the above, we distinguish three groups of stayee: Those who choose to stay (voluntary immobility), those who would like to leave but cannot (involuntary immobility), and a third category who are neither willing nor able to leave but tolerate their immobility ("acquiescent immobility").²⁰ The latter attitude is frequently found among older people,²¹ as well as resource-poor groups living at a relatively safe distance from any fighting who therefore lack both the motivation and the ability to leave.

---

¹⁸ Ibid., 329 (italics in original). The definitions of mobility and immobility are not uncontested, see Gruber, "Staying and Immobility" (see note 4), 280.

¹⁹ Schewel, Understanding the Aspiration to Stay (see note 4), 336f.; that is also the assumption of Carling’s original model: Carling, “Migration in the Age of Involuntary Immobility” (see note 13), 8.

²⁰ Schewel, Understanding the Aspiration to Stay (see note 4), 339f. The categorisation is still under discussion in migration research. De Haas points out that it could represent a retrospective rationalisation of lack of mobility options, and argues that further research is needed, see de Haas, “A Theory of Migration” (see note 14), 23.

²¹ Schewel, Understanding the Aspiration to Stay (see note 4), 339f. Media reports of evacuations of older and disabled people in Ukraine in summer 2022 mentioned individuals whose mobility was restricted by age or illness (no capability) or evacuees were reluctant to leave (aspiration to stay), see Maria Varenikova and Ivor Prickett, "Evacuating the Vulnerable amid the Terror of War", New York Times International (online), 8 June 2022; Anastasia Magasowa, "Die letzte Verbindung", taz.de, 7 June 2022.
It is important to note that while such categorisations are useful for understanding immobility, they are also a great simplification. None of the combinations of intention and ability are purely binary in reality, and are better conceived as a spectrum on which a person’s position may change over time.22 There are also interactions between the two axes, for example when a person’s migration opportunities are so constrained, for example by poverty, that the possibility of fleeing does not even occur to them. Nevertheless, the model’s matrix of mobility aspirations and capabilities is expedient for understanding and discussing the issues.

**Involuntary immobility, immobilisation and “trapped populations”**

The spectrum of involuntary immobility and immobilisation is broad. It includes those living in camps under access restrictions and/or curfews. Protracted refugee situations can be tantamount to immobility,23 where individuals cannot return to their country of origin but have no possibility of local integration or resettlement in a third country.24

The term immobilisation is frequently applied where freedom of movement is intentionally restricted as part of the strategy of armed actors (rather than resulting from more or less random circumstances). One example of this occurred in 2020 in Colombia, when the Ejército de Liberación Nacional (ELN) guerrilla organisation enforced curfews using landmines and threats of violence. The United Nations described this form of immobilisation as “confine ment” and estimated that more than 70,000 people had been affected. The tactic offers several advantages for the violent actors. The confined population is easier to control and can be used as a human shield, and the region and its resources can be more easily exploited.25

Immobility can also occur as a side-effect of war and violence. The Mozambican civil war of 1977 to 1992 provides a good example. Here fighting over control of territory and borders prevented traditional labour migration and made it extremely hard for those affected to make a living.26

Criminal violence can have the same effect. In Haiti in 2022 fighting between gangs27 left thousands of residents of the capital Port-au-Prince cut off from food, drinking water and medical care.28

The Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 also created a broad spectrum of involuntary immobility. While the situation of civilians trapped in besieged cities like Mariupol in summer 2022 was widely reported, the selective travel ban for Ukrainian males aged between 18 and 60 has attracted less attention. This group represents a special case of immobilisation: they are unable to leave the country and their freedom of movement within it is also restricted.29

Whether involuntary immobility is enforced by violent actors or a product of circumstances, it is usually associated with heightened vulnerability, not least because those affected lack the possibility, resources and/or ability to flee from danger.30 Yet these individuals are frequently overlooked.31

---

22 Schewel, *Understanding the Aspiration to Stay* (see note 4), 335f; Carling, “Migration in the Age of Involuntary Immobility” (see note 13), 37.
24 The UNHCR describes resettlement, integration and voluntary return as durable solutions for refugees, see UNHCR, “Was wir tun”, 2023. Resettlement refers to relocation of refugees from initial host countries to third states under the auspices of UNHCR.
27 Even if the Haitian gangs are entangled with political actors, and instrumentalised by them, the Global Initiative against Transnational Organized Crime argues that they are motivated more by profit and power than by political ideology, see *Gangs of Haiti: Expansion, Power and an Escalating Crisis* (Geneva: Global Initiative against Transnational Organized Crime, October 2022), 6.
28 “Gang Violence Traps Thousands in Haitian Town”, *Deutsche Welle* (online), 13 July 2022.
30 Black and Collyer, “‘Trapped’ Populations” (see note 23), 288.
31 Ibid., 287, 293; Ibáñez and Moya, “Who Stays and Who Leaves during Mass Atrocities?” (see note 11), 258.
The diversity of forms and causes of involuntary immobility is reflected in the terminology.

The diversity of forms and causes of involuntary immobility is reflected in the terminology. As well as the widely used “involuntary immobility” and “immobilisation”, “confinement” (see above) and “trapped population” are also found. It is difficult to distinguish conceptually between voluntary, involuntary and acquiescent immobility. As with voluntary and involuntary migration, the differences are better understood as a matter of degree rather than hard category. Every form of immobility is associated with a certain level of compulsion and choice.

The lack of knowledge about stayees often makes it difficult to differentiate in practice between voluntary, acquiescent and involuntary immobility. That would require knowledge about their (im)mobility capabilities and aspirations that is rarely available.

32 The term “trapped populations” (see note 23), which Black and Collyer apply to the conflict context, originates in research on environmental and climate-related migration, where it refers to people who live in vulnerable regions but lack the resources to leave, see, for example, UK Government Office for Science, Migration and Global Environmental Change: Future Challenges and Opportunities: Final Project Report (London, 2011), 14; Zickgraf, “Immobility” (see note 6), 72.
33 Gruber, “Staying and Immobility” (see note 4), 278.
34 Schewel, Understanding the Aspiration to Stay (see note 4), 336f.; Gruber, “Staying and Immobility” (see note 4), 277; de Haas, “A Theory of Migration” (see note 14), 16; Zickgraf, “Immobility” (see note 6), 75.
We intuitively understand flight from armed conflict as the obvious and almost inevitable response, essentially the norm. Research confirms that violence is generally the immediate trigger of forced displacement; or, put differently, displacement is a response to violence, often in fact the only possibility for the civilian population to protect themselves and save their lives. Media reporting also tends to portray the forcibly displaced as traumatised victims who have no choice but to flee. That contrasts with the empirical observation that many people actually stay rather than leave, even in cases where others are fleeing. It is rarely acknowledged that people choose consciously and freely to remain in conflict zones, and too little is known about the circumstances and factors that influence their decisions. This research gap is astonishing, given that stayees generally outnumber refugees and IDPs. The fact that so many remain in conflict zones despite danger and hardship is plainly in need of explanation.

Cost-benefit models

The “aspirations-capabilities framework” (see above) offers a basis for distinguishing stayees from other, mobile groups and a theoretical framework for analysing mobility and immobility in contexts of violent conflict. It permits the external circumstances and individual wishes to be considered, along with their interactions. However, the lack of research on stayees in violent conflicts and the sparsity of information on their (im-)mobility aspirations and capabilities means that the framework and all its nuances cannot be applied here. Instead we must resort to more simplified functionalist explanatory models. Additional research on staying is plainly needed, but hard to realise because of the dangers associated with working in active conflicts zones.

37 Ibáñez and Moya, “Who Stays and Who Leaves during Mass Atrocities?” (see note 11), 252; Moore and Shellman, “Fear of Persecution” (see note 7), 725.
38 Steele, “Seeking Safety” (see note 7), 420.
41 Adhikari, “Conflict-induced Displacement” (see note 1), 82; Ceriani and Verme, *Risk Preferences and the Decision to Flee Conflict* (see note 40), 1; Black and Collyer, “‘Trapped’ Populations” (see note 23), 287; Ibáñez and Moya, “Who Stays and Who Leaves during Mass Atrocities?” (see note 11), 261.
43 De Haas, “A Theory of Migration” (see note 14), 4f.
The functionalistic approach

The dominant decision theory models used to explain decision-making in forced displacement situations assert that people possess agency and options even amidst violent conflict, and even if they are severely constrained by violent actors or freedom of choice extends no further than being able to choose the lesser evil. This approach presumes that civilians are rational actors who weigh the costs and benefits of different courses of action, and that their cost-benefit calculations will lead them to decide to leave in the event of mortal danger. The same decision theory approach can also be applied to stayees and their decisions. The assumption here is that personal safety takes priority and that people decide to leave if the costs of doing so appear smaller than the costs of staying. This is different from the neoclassical explanations of voluntary migration, which are based on maximisation of economic utility.

The present study brings together factors and variables identified in quantitative and qualitative research as influencing decisions to stay or leave, and examines and contextualises their applicability to stayees, in order to better understand why stayees decide to stay.

45 Adhikari, “Conflict-induced Displacement” (see note 1), 82; Davenport et al., “Sometimes You Just Have to Leave” (see note 39), 31; Shane Joshua Barter, “Zones of Control and Civilian Strategy in the Aceh Conflict”, Civil Wars 17, no. 3 (2015): 340—56 (353); Raleigh, “The Search for Safety” (see note 40), 1.
46 Davenport et al., “Sometimes You Just Have to Leave” (see note 39), 31; Raleigh, “The Search for Safety” (see note 40), 1; Melander and Öberg, “The Threat of Violence and Forced Migration” (see note 44), 158; Melander and Öberg, “Time to Go?” (see note 44).
48 Adhikari, “Conflict-induced Displacement” (see note 1), 83; Moore and Shellman, “Fear of Persecution” (see note 7), 727E; Ozaltin et al., “Why Do People Flee?” (see note 36), 591.

The factors that influence these decisions include type of conflict. Is this a conflict between states or a civil war? What type of warfare is involved? The type of violence also plays a role. How is it exercised; is the intensity high or low? Is violence targeted against individuals or is it indiscriminate? Is displacement the objective? Finally, the existence of stayees suggests that even a functionalistic cost-benefit model produces different individual outcomes. If only some of the residents of a conflict zone flee, we can conclude that personal factors such as age, gender and membership of political and/or social groups influence decision-making. Using Raleigh’s categories of levels, we can distinguish macro level (type of conflict), meso level (type of violence) and micro level (personal situation and social markers).

Limitations of the model

While the functionalistic model permits analytical investigation of stayees’ decisions, it is subject to a number of limitations in practice.

First of all, the cost-benefit model assumes that those affected are able to assess the repercussions of their decision to stay or leave for their future safety. That presupposes adequate information, which is not

50 Unlike in Kalyvas’s well-known and useful model of geographical zones of control in irregular civil wars (Stathis N. Kalyvas, The Logic of Violence in Civil War [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006], 88), the focus here is on the type of violence, in order to include different types of conflict.
51 Raleigh, “The Search for Safety” (see note 40), 8; Schewel, Understanding the Aspiration to Stay (see note 4), 8; Ozaltin et al., “Why Do People Flee?” (see note 36), 600.
52 Raleigh, “The Search for Safety” (see note 40), 4.
53 Carling’s “aspiration/ability model” also posits that factors at different levels influence the desire to migrate. He locates personal wishes at the micro level, and the social, economic and political context (the “emigration environment”) at the macro level, see Carling, “Migration in the Age of Involuntary Immobility” (see note 13), 13. Schewel, on the other hand, assigns the reasons for preferring immobility to three categories (factors that retain, those that repel and “internal constraints” on decision-making’), see Schewel, Understanding Immobility (see note 4), 339. The classification employed here is independent of both those proposals.
always available. Although people in conflict situations have strong incentives to observe their surroundings very closely in order to make well-informed decisions, important information may be hard or impossible to obtain, for example where disinformation is disseminated. Psychological responses to violence represent a second aspect that plays a role in decision-making but is inadequately reflected in rational choice approaches. They may include freezing in fear, passivity and/or obedience, even where a different reaction would appear “more sensible”.

The assumption that personal safety will be prioritised over all else tends obscure other reasons to stay, for example where personal convictions lead to disobedience and resistance or a person stays in order to care for a relative. The role of political, ideological and “patriotic” resistance or a person motivated over all else is more sensible. In other words, the distinction between stayees, IDPs and refugees does not necessarily be immediate flight. However, this does not preclude mobility — in the sense of temporary or intermittent change of residence — as a survival tactic. The forms of violence and their consequences for safety are therefore assumed to be central to the decision to stay or leave. While the individual factors of income, wealth and education do feature in the present study, the potential influence of conflict-related economic decline does not.

Despite these shortcomings the cost-benefit model does offer a good starting point for understanding stayees’ decisions. What the model cannot do is predict whether and when an individual will stay or leave.

The distinction between staying and leaving is not always clear cut in reality.

The distinction between staying and leaving in the model is not always so clear cut in reality. Dealing with instability and uncertainty is simply part of the daily routine for many people affected by armed conflicts, where every escalation represents a deterioration that they have to cope with. Their response must not necessarily be immediate flight. However, this does not preclude mobility — in the sense of temporary or intermittent change of residence — as a survival tactic. In other words, the distinction between stayees, IDPs and refugees does not necessarily accurately reflect their lived reality.

Nor does the model permit us to weigh the influence of individual factors on decisions to stay or leave. This applies for example to economic factors such as growing impoverishment in conflict situations. At the same time researchers agree that violent conflict is the principal trigger of flight. The forms of violence and their consequences for safety are therefore assumed to be central to the decision to stay or leave. While the individual factors of income, wealth and education do feature in the present study, the potential influence of conflict-related economic decline does not.

Despite these shortcomings the cost-benefit model does offer a good starting point for understanding stayees’ decisions. What the model cannot do is predict whether and when an individual will stay or leave.
Macro-level: Type of conflict

The type of conflict is an important factor influencing the danger to the civilian population, the size of migratory movements and ultimately also the number of stayees. The specific local manifestation of conflict and violence also influences decision-making and survival strategies. For example the effects of conventional war between states on the civilian population differ from those of civil war and other kinds of armed conflict. Even if research is not always unambiguous, a number of observations can be made.

Location and geographical extent of conflict

Violent conflicts cause people to flee primarily where the fighting occurs. So citizens of countries involved in conflict are not necessarily all stayees; the classification applies only to those who remain in countries where fighting is occurring.

The example of the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 illuminates this aspect. The number of people fleeing Russia has been comparably small and their departure was not triggered directly by the fighting. Those who have left have been individuals who opposed the war or objected to the partial mobilisation. After Russian President Vladimir Putin announced a partial mobilisation in September 2022 several hundred thousand men left to avoid being mobilised. Despite the dangers experienced by political dissidents in Russia, the civilian population’s risk of experiencing war-related violence is small because there has to date been no significant fighting on Russian territory. As such neither they nor the men who remain in Russia despite the partial mobilisation are regarded as stayees — unlike those who remain in Ukraine.

- Conventional versus irregular warfare

Conflicts conducted with irregular tactics, such as guerrilla warfare (in contrast to conventional wars fought by organised and identifiable armies), present additional risks to the civilian population. Civilians may be drawn directly into the fighting for example where combatants shelter among the population or rely on their support. This may make the civilian population a target, especially where it becomes hard to distinguish between fighters and civilians.

Irregular warfare can turn civilians into targets and increase the civilian casualty toll. Under this logic the civilian population is attacked to harm the non-state armed groups who depend on the civilian population for support.

Finally, in so-called “new wars” the civilian population is deliberately attacked and human rights are violated on a large scale.

References:

69 Raleigh, “The Search for Safety” (see note 40), 4.
70 Melander and Öberg, “The Threat of Violence and Forced Migration” (see note 44), 159.
71 Burcu Karakas, “Russians Fleeing War and Repression Seek Solace in Istanbul”, Deutsche Welle (online), 2 July 2022.
72 “Factbox: Where Have Russians Been Fleeing to since Mobilisation Began?” Reuters, 6 October 2022.
73 Melander and Öberg, “The Threat of Violence and Forced Migration” (see note 44), 166.
74 Davenport et al., “Sometimes You Just Have to Leave” (see note 39).
It follows that conflicts fought by irregular means involve a greater likelihood that civilians will become targets of violence, whether intentionally or unintentionally. In conventional conflicts, where the civilian population is not directly involved in the fighting, this is less likely to be the case and staying is more plausible. Given the predominant forms of contemporary armed conflict, this is not possible in most cases.

**Foreign involvement vs. local conflict**

As Schmeidl observes, foreign involvement in a conflict tends to be associated with escalation and greater numbers of refugees.\(^78\) One example of this is the long civil war in Somalia and the exodus from Mogadishu in 2007/08. Here Ethiopia’s intervention in the conflict was one of the reasons why so many residents ultimately decided to flee the city even though they had remained, in some cases for decades, through political instability and more or less intense fighting.\(^79\)

Raleigh’s quantitative research finds few cases where inter-communal violence is the direct cause of forced displacement. But she does find that this type of violence leads to the impoverishment of rural communities and consequently to greater migration to the cities. This form of chronic low-intensity conflict is endemic in nomadic pastoral societies in parts of Somalia, Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, and the northern Sahel region.\(^80\)

The implications for decision-making on staying or leaving are as follows: a civilian in a situation of conventional conflict, where identifiable armed actors fight in a defined geographical region, is at less risk than one who is dealing with violent actors demanding support and thus making the civilian population a military target. The risk to the civilian population also increases where third states intervene militarily. On the other hand, armed conflicts conducted by clearly identifiable forces and irregular conflicts where civilian support is not relevant are associated with less risk to stayees.

**Meso-level: Type of violence**

Alongside the type of conflict, the strategy and tactics of the parties and the forms of violence they use also influence civilians’ decisions to stay or leave. One fundamental tenet is that violence is employed intentionally as a means to an end,\(^81\) and is not haphazard or an end in itself. In other words, in an armed conflict violence is used against the civilian population (or parts thereof) to gain strategic advantage.\(^82\) Here it should be noted that simply threatening violence may already have the desired effect.\(^83\)

In relation to type of violence, three factors contribute to decisions to stay or leave: intensity, selectivity and intention of violence.

**Intensity of violence**

The intensity of violence varies within affected countries; its level is not uniform. Using the ACLED database (Armed Conflict Location and Event Data), Raleigh and colleagues find that: “The average percentage of area covered by civil war … is approximately 48%, but the average amount of territory with repeated fighting is considerably smaller at 15%.”\(^84\) This creates zones of different intensity of conflict and violence, which in turn lead to correspondingly larger or smaller movements of people. The most dangerous places are the front lines and contested territories. In less affected regions most of the population stays.\(^85\)

---


\(^80\) Raleigh, “The Search for Safety” (see note 40), 6f.


\(^83\) Ibáñez and Moya, “Who Stays and Who Leaves during Mass Atrocities?” (see note 11), 251.


Intensity of violence is less important for decision-making than the geographical extent of the fighting, but it does still influence behaviour. The number of people fleeing increases with intensity of violence, but not in a linear fashion. Bohra-Mishra and Massey observe this phenomenon in their research on the Maoist insurgency in Nepal (1996—2006), where numbers fleeing increased sharply when a particular intensity of violence was exceeded. Low and medium levels of violence were associated with comparatively low levels of forced displacement. Their explanation for this was that mobility in armed conflicts is associated with risks: roadblocks and curfews, general insecurity, looting, robbery and assault. Civilians can escape these dangers by staying close to home and limiting their radius of movement. Only when violence exceeds a critical threshold do the immediate dangers outweigh the risks of fleeing.

Lindley documents this effect in the Somali capital Mogadishu in 2007/08, during an escalation of the decades-long civil war. Until that point the level of violence had been relatively low and not led to a mass exodus. From the population’s perspective it was possible to stay as long as one remained vigilant and avoided particular places. But as the violence increased in intensity it also became less predictable. Urban fighting and arbitrary shelling of residential areas caused increasing numbers of civilian casualties and made it impossible to move around the city. About two-thirds of Mogadishu’s residents had left by the end of 2008, mainly due to the intensity of the violence.

A conflict’s geography may also produce threshold effects. There is generally less fighting and violence in regions that are controlled by a single group. In such cases the risks associated with leaving will often appear greater than the dangers of staying. Where territory is actively contested the fighting becomes unpredictable for the civilian population and the heightened risk can motivate people to leave.

Staying may be the safer option both where the level of violence is low and where it is very high.

Interestingly staying may be the safer option both where the level of violence is low and where it is very high. In the first case because the danger is small, in the second because the risks of leaving are too high. So for the civilian population the preference to stay is connected to the geographical extent of the conflict and the changing shape of the front lines. During intense fighting people stay in place for safety. If one side emerges victorious the level of violence falls again, and staying appears less risky than leaving.

Selectivity

Another factor affecting decisions to stay or leave is the question of how selectively the conflict parties use violence and above all whether it is targeted against individuals on account of their behaviour or ethnicity, or simply indiscriminate. Those aspects decide whether an individual has a realistic chance of avoiding violence.

Violent actors have various reasons for using violence selectively. It can be an effective means of intimidation to force civilians to cooperate and to elicit information, especially for forces whose control of territory is weak, leaving them lacking the resources that stronger groups can use to incentivise cooperation. So where armed actors are weak, civilians must expect an elevated level of violence. Civilians who remain in uncontested areas under the control of strong armed groups face comparatively less danger. Stronger violent actors whose control of territory is firm frequently possess comprehensive information
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about the civilian population. They are able to use violence selectively, identifying specific individuals as targets. This enables them to intimidate the population and shift the balance of power in their favour.\textsuperscript{97} Killing local leaders and putting corpses on display serve to intimidate the population and break resistance.\textsuperscript{98} The use of violence can also change over the course of a conflict, for example if violent actors come under military pressure and are less able to target their violence. Civilians who lived in the Iraqi city of Mosul in 2014 – 2017 reported that the violence of the fighters of the so-called Islamic State became increasingly indiscriminate as time went on, in particular as they faced loss of control of the city.\textsuperscript{99}

Conflict parties also use selective violence to govern and administer, rather than ruling captured territories by force alone. In that case sanctioning crime and enforcing rules is a strategy to persuade the population to take a positive view of the violent actors.\textsuperscript{100} This also reduces the dangers of living in a conflict zone, and civilians’ willingness to remain may increase if it appears possible to reduce the danger by adapting one’s behaviour (for example obeying rules).\textsuperscript{101}

These observations on the selective use of violence show that staying is safer than leaving if one side has clearly gained the upper hand, if violence is used selectively, and for persons who do not belong to a group targeted on the basis of behaviour, background or (perceived) attributes. As soon as one of these conditions is absent the cost-benefit calculation changes and the incentives to leave increase.

\begin{flushright}
\textbf{Intention of violence}
\end{flushright}

Finally, intentionality of violence is an important factor. Although leaving is frequently regarded as a consequence or side-effect of fighting, forced displacement can also be a deliberate strategy in various types of conflict. The purpose of deliberate expulsion of civilians is to harm the enemy and/or to eliminate specific unwanted population groups.\textsuperscript{102}

\begin{center}
\textbf{Displacement is sometimes a deliberate strategy.}
\end{center}

Especially in civil wars, where conflict parties often rely on civilian support, expulsion of civilian populations can be a severe blow to the other side.\textsuperscript{103} In the civil war in Aceh, Indonesia, the army conducted expulsions in 1999 – 2002 to isolate the separatist Free Aceh Movement (Gerakan Aceh Merdeka, GAM) from its civilian base.\textsuperscript{104} The Ugandan government forced IDPs to live in camps during its war against the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) in the mid-1990s and again in 2004 in northern Uganda. The objective was to deny the rebel organisations access to labour.\textsuperscript{105} Forced depopulation of regions and cities by shelling or bombing can also be part of a military strategy, as for example practiced by the Russian armed forces in the Chechen capital Grozny during a conflict that lasted from 1994 to 2009.\textsuperscript{106}

Deliberate forced displacement also occurs in cases of genocide, for example in Rwanda in 1994, when almost one-third of the population had to leave their homes.\textsuperscript{107} This form of forced displacement, where an entire group is forced to flee on the basis of ethnicity (frequently accompanied by mass atrocities), is often cynically referred to as “cleansing” as for example in the Bosnian war in 1992 – 1995.\textsuperscript{108}
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But supporters of the opposing side have also been expelled when territory changed hands in political conflicts. In the civil wars in Spain (1936–1939) and Colombia (since 1964) graffiti and leaflets were used to inform specific parts of the civilian population that they should leave.\textsuperscript{109}

Regardless of the motives of the violent actors, expulsion campaigns increase the risk of remaining. That applies in particular to those whose group membership puts them at risk of being attacked or expelled. On the other hand the risks involved in fleeing are unlikely to be worthwhile for those who are not targeted for expulsion, or who identify with the armed actors controlling the area they live in.

**Micro-level: Personal situation and social markers**

The risks of staying or leaving vary depending on the individual characteristics of the civilians affected by violence.\textsuperscript{110} Where violence is directed against the civilian population, specific individuals and groups are at greater risk of being attacked by armed groups, for example on grounds of their (group) identity or political affiliation, and therefore have a stronger incentive to flee.\textsuperscript{111} It follows that others will be able to stay specifically on account of their personal characteristics. In this context some characteristics are especially salient. In the event of a violent conflict, certain identities will be more important than others. Regardless whether identities are ascribed or self-selected, any characteristic that places an individual on one side of the conflict will be of relevance to the violent actors.\textsuperscript{112} Individuals and households have to assess their specific level of danger, and decide whether they can improve their safety by staying or leaving. Those who stay believe that the risk of experiencing violence is smaller and perceive a lower level of personal risk, for example because their specific profile is not targeted.\textsuperscript{113} The group who feel personally safe enough to stay also includes those who possess influence over violent actors and those who may even stand to profit from the conflict for example by expanding their income, wealth or political power.

**Sex and age**

Sex\textsuperscript{114} and age are decisive factors for civilian safety. (Young) men are more likely to be the targets of lethal atrocities while women tend to experience non-lethal forms of violence. Men of fighting age are usually regarded as potential fighters and thus legitimate targets, unlike women, children and older people.\textsuperscript{115} However, the heightened risk of rape and sexualised violence for women in situations of conflict can also expedite a decision to leave.\textsuperscript{116} Young adults, male and female alike, are at greatest risk of violence or forced recruitment and therefore most likely to flee.\textsuperscript{117}

Research into the insurgency of the Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist Centre) (1996–2006) demonstrates that the likelihood of deciding to flee decreases with age,\textsuperscript{118} possibly because older people are less likely to be perceived as a potential threat by violent actors and are therefore exposed to less risk, or because age-related frailty prevents them from leaving. It is known from migration research that older people are less mobile and less willing to migrate than younger people; longer residence leads to stronger attachment and less propensity to emigrate.\textsuperscript{119} In combination with the aforementioned smaller risk of experiencing
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violence, this effect may also play a role in contexts of conflict.

In the Sri Lankan civil war, when the separatist Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) fought for an independent Tamil state (1983 – 2009), it was the women and older people who took agricultural produce to the markets because it was easier for them to pass the army checkpoints. Young men quickly fell under suspicion of belonging to the rebels and were therefore at risk of arrest. They also had to reckon with being forcibly recruited into the LTTE. For those reasons they avoided checkpoints wherever possible.120

Nobody is safe in an armed conflict, but the intensity of danger varies. Individuals have to weigh up what their gender and age mean for their safety, in the specific conflict and in light of the strategies of the violent actors, and whether they are therefore able to stay or should better flee.

**Income, employment, wealth, education**

The findings on factors such as income, education, wealth and education in relation to staying or leaving appear at first glance contradictory.

Refugees from conflict zones generally exhibit comparably high levels of education and wealth. People with low incomes and no savings are frequently simply unable to afford to flee and therefore involuntarily immobile.121 Because they are often dependent on agriculture they have to return at intervals to tend their crops, or even to stay for the duration of the farming season.122 During the Sri Lankan civil war it tended to be the wealthier Tamil and Singhalese farm-owners who left the conflict zone.123 Another possible reason for the wealthier to flee is that their wealth can make them targets.124 Alongside income and wealth, particular kinds of employment can also be associated with higher risk. In Mosul for example, senior government officials were targeted by the so-called Islamic State when it controlled the Iraqi city from 2014 – 2017.125 In Mogadishu journalists were at particular risk from 2007, when they were threatened and attacked by all the warring parties.126

The example of Mogadishu also shows how relative wealth can make it possible to stay. Those who possessed connections and economic resources on account of belonging to a powerful clan were not only able to stay in the city through the decades of conflict but in some cases even profited financially. Only when it became harder to do business from the end of 2006 did many of them find themselves forced to flee after all — after they had stuck it out for more than ten years.127

Several studies on the conflict in Nepal from 1996 – 2006 contradict the above findings in different ways and suggest that the question is complex.128 While their findings are only partially comparable, they conclude that people whose assets are less transportable and whose skills are harder to apply elsewhere are more likely to decide to stay.129 Change over time and categories that overlap in reality also offer possible explanations for the disparate findings.

Altogether the empirical findings show that economic factors such as income and wealth are not static; they change over time and in relation to context and conflict dynamics. Here again the details are crucial: a stable income can create an incentive to leave at an early stage — or to stay, potentially purchasing security.

**Access to social networks**

Membership of social groups, political parties, ethnic groups and clans can also influence decisions to stay or leave, regardless of whether these are self-selected political or ascribed ethnic categories. Membership of a group can offer protection, participation in decision-making processes, and economic influence.130
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For example ethnic Javanese fled during the separatist insurgency in Aceh, Indonesia. Their ethnicity made them targets but their networks outside Aceh also helped them to escape.\textsuperscript{131} In the Sri Lankan civil war, the more affluent Tamils and Singhalese in the conflict zone used ethnic or family contacts in other parts of the country or abroad to get out of the conflict zone.\textsuperscript{132}

Social networks facilitate emigration, but may also enable individuals to remain.

It is known from migration research that social networks facilitate emigration.\textsuperscript{133} Such networks need not necessarily be tied to ethnicity and can also be social in nature.\textsuperscript{134} Networks outside the conflict zone can also facilitate flight by supplying information about potential destinations, contacts and resources.

Although conflict alters local networks, they may still possess the potential to enable individuals to stay in safety.\textsuperscript{135} Membership of social networks is therefore a context-dependent factor in decisions to stay or leave. If a person recognisably belongs to the opposing side, for example on the basis of their language or religion, and has contacts in the diaspora they can improve their security by leaving. But a person who is seen as belonging to the same ethnic group as the dominant armed actors may even be able to profit economically from staying.

Personal and ideological preferences and personality traits

Personal and ideological preferences and personality traits are hard to pin down. They include feelings of place attachment and patriotism, as described by some of those who stayed through the siege of the Bosnian capital Sarajevo during the 1992 – 1995 civil war.\textsuperscript{136}

One reason why it is so hard to distinguish in practice between toleration of mobility restrictions and remaining voluntarily is that these may be retrospective narratives whose function is to rationalise choices after the fact.\textsuperscript{137}

There is another reason for staying in place after a change of power that should not be underestimated, namely, when the residents welcome the new regime. In Mosul in 2014 parts of the civilian population welcomed the so-called Islamic State because they rejected the Iraqi government or felt that the Islamic State would make a better job of running the city.\textsuperscript{138}

Personal preferences, such as ideological or pragmatic approval of new rulers, can improve civilians’ security. Openly demonstrated loyalty can (sometimes) make staying safer. The situation is similar with patriotism: if it leads to — in their eyes credible — support for the violent actors it can contribute to improving security. But again, it does not automatically enhance the safety of the individual.

Reasons of this kind for staying, which do not follow the logic of maximising security and therefore appear “irrational”, are regularly flagged in qualitative studies and should not be neglected.

Personality traits such as risk tolerance/aversion also play a role. In north-eastern Nigeria, which is affected by the conflict with the Islamist group Boko Haram, it is reported that especially risk-averse people tend to flee, while the more risk-tolerant remain. That is the opposite of the situation with voluntary economically motivated migration.\textsuperscript{139}

Interim conclusion

We can draw two obvious conclusions from these empirical findings. Firstly, that the cost-benefit model cannot adequately explain behaviour in situations of conflict; secondly, stayees tend to be risk-tolerant by nature, but justify their behaviour retrospectively in terms of ideological motives. Post-conflict compensa-
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tion claims for example are frequently justified in terms of suffering experienced. Accordingly, narratives emerge that both leavers and stayees use to situate their own behaviour in broader, often also ideological rationales. Both conclusions point to places where further research would be warranted.

**Stayees have options; their agency should be acknowledged.**

Applying the cost-benefit model to stayees shows that they possess (heterogeneous) options and should be taken seriously as actors. At the same time the levels and factors described supply pointers as to which aspects play a role in which conflict contexts.

The described levels and factors cannot always be clearly differentiated in reality, however. Nor are the factors influencing decisions all equally relevant in all contexts and for all affected individuals. Furthermore, interactions exist between the three identified levels. For example personal characteristics and social markers are largely irrelevant in a conventional air war. Even if attacks on civilian targets occur in such situations, social markers tend not to be terribly significant and the civilian population is not (usually) directly involved in the fighting.

Because the factors discussed here are derived from forced migration studies, the existence of other factors that are only relevant to stayees — and therefore do not feature in investigations of decisions to flee — cannot be excluded. Contradictory findings on economic factors suggest that the specific context is decisive.

For humanitarian aid and development actors the present study can do no more than offer an overview and an initial orientation. There is a need for further research to investigate the weighting and interaction of the factors. Absent such evidence, policy-makers in donor countries and humanitarian and development actors operating on the ground will have to understand the context and background as best they can and offer context-sensitive support on that basis.
Strategies for Navigating Armed Conflicts: Exit, Voice, Loyalty

Flight can be a strategy to ensure personal survival, but is plainly not the only one — as demonstrated by the sheer number of stayees and the ways they live and survive in conflict zones.

The strategies found in armed conflicts can be classified along a spectrum inspired by Hirschman’s systematisation of the responses to decline exhibited by social entities such as firms, organisations and states. As well as “exit” (flight as the response rejected by stayees), between the extremes “voice” (resistance) and “loyalty” (collaboration), we also find attempts to remain neutral or to evade violent actors by modifying patterns of mobility.

**Support for and collaboration with violent actors**

There are cases where civilians freely support and collaborate with violent actors. In Aceh for example many civilians in the rebel territories expressed their support through graffiti and flags and by providing shelter and supplies to the fighters.

Support for violent actors can take different forms and occur for different reasons. Collaboration in exchange for protection is one possibility, regardless whether this occurs voluntarily or under pressure. In the civil war in Uganda for example civilians cooperated with the Lord’s Resistance Army by operating as informers, carrying out small tasks, or leveraging family ties to LRA officers to obtain money in exchange for providing shelter, food and information. But in many cases the civilian population collaborated out of fear of torture and death.

**Life goes on in armed conflicts, albeit under altered circumstances.**

Life goes on even in violent conflicts, albeit under altered circumstances. The civilian population has to find ways and means to cope with the uncertainty of the new situation. That does not necessarily mean lawlessness and chaos. Armed groups are aware of the importance of civilian cooperation and collaboration, and work to create a sense of order and security by clamping down on crime, establishing efficient civilian administrations complete with the requisite bureaucracies, and collecting taxes in order to build both institutions and legitimacy.

Civilians are not always innocent victims. They may betray others to save themselves, or exploit the conflict to settle old scores. Some even manage to...
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Strategies for Navigating Armed Conflicts: Exit, Voice, Loyalty

profit from the conflict, potentially making themselves complicit. Certain civilians succeed in deriving economic benefits through connections to local politicians and military rulers. Ethnicity and socioeconomic status play a role here, as does the geography of the front lines. More or less voluntary sexual and romantic relationships with commanders, officers and other influential males represent a relatively gender-specific collaboration strategy for women, both for protection and for economic gain.

As described above the risk involved in collaboration or its refusal depends heavily on the violent actors and their strength.

Neutrality

People living amidst armed conflict often pursue a strategy of neutrality. This may adopt various forms: adapting to the new rulers and their rules; or attempting to draw as little attention as possible by withdrawing from political and economic activities; and where encounters are unavoidable underlining one’s own neutrality or if necessary “playing dumb”.

Even if they feel ideologically drawn to the violent actors civilians have to weigh the benefits of collaboration against the risks. The prospect of retribution can make pay, loot and other material gains unattractive – quite apart from the risk of being killed in the fighting. It must be assumed that order, security and functioning basic services are usually more important for the civilian population.

Seen from outside, strategies of inconspicuousness and neutrality may appear easy to realise. But that is not necessarily the case. Deliberate non-participation can be associated with costs and risks more or less comparable with those of active participation in fighting.

Collective neutrality strategies are complex and visible. Sometimes villages or neighbourhoods succeed in preventing violence and attacks by declaring themselves neutral, preventing recruitment and negotiating with violent actors. In her case studies on “islands of peace” in inter-communal conflicts in Ambon, Indonesia (1999–2002), and Jos, Nigeria (2001–2016), Krause attributes decisive importance to individual leaders and leadership groups. Cohesion and organisation are also identified as important success factors for collective civilian peace efforts. Nevertheless such efforts are not always (permanently) successful.

Neutrality of the civilian population is rarely in the interest of the conflict parties, which employ violence to enforce loyalty. Under such circumstances neutrality can even become a form of resistance. In any case, the costs of neutrality for the civilian population increase when conflict parties use violence. This can lead civilians to take sides, either under coercion or in the expectation of protection. Violence can also contribute to the polarisation and radicalisation of previously neutral individuals, potentially leading them to support the other side. Here the strategies of neutrality and inconspicuousness encounter their limits.

Avoidance by changing patterns of mobility

When facing threat in violent conflicts, many attempt to avoid the gravest risks temporarily or spatially. In Sri Lanka poorer households that could not afford to flee any great distance and whose livelihood was tied to their place of residence avoided the fighting by fleeing temporarily into the forest or neighbouring villages and returning as soon as the situation permitted. Those who no longer lived in their home
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villages also returned temporarily to tend the crops on which they depended. Altered mobility in this case also involved avoiding areas declared off limits by the rebels, such as the forest, and paying small bribes to pass checkpoints.\textsuperscript{161}

In northern Uganda the civilian population sought to minimise the risk of encountering armed actors through temporary avoidance: for example hiding out or spending the night in makeshift shelters in the forest. They were always ready to flee at short notice, and used changing routes to their hiding places to avoid leaving detectable trails. Another especially striking strategy from that conflict was so-called “night commuting”. At the height of the conflict in 2003 – 2005 tens of thousands of children and young people walked to the town centres every night to sleep in shelters, bus stations and hospitals where they were safe from LRA attacks and kidnappings.\textsuperscript{162}

Altered patterns of mobility in Mogadishu included staying at home, only moving about the city when absolutely necessary, avoiding places with fighters or fighting, and even relocating within the city.\textsuperscript{163}

As well as completely new patterns of mobility, necessitated for example by checkpoints, or avoiding mobility altogether, certain coping strategies in this category are closely related to flight and especially to internal displacement. Here Schewel’s definition of immobility as “spatial continuity in an individual’s center of gravity over a period of time” is helpful.\textsuperscript{164}

What differentiates the strategies discussed here from forced and internal displacement is that the duration and/or distance is shorter, and the “center of gravity” remains unchanged. This initially temporary and geographically limited mobility can change over time, for example if the conflict escalates. It may then also become part of the preparations for flight or internal displacement.

**Dialogue, protest and resistance**

The civilian population is not necessarily passive and helpless, but may also try to enter into dialogue with violent actors in order to reduce violence. Local leaders are frequently involved, despite the associated personal risks.\textsuperscript{165} In the separatist conflict in Aceh, Indonesia (1976 – 2005), village heads emphasised their neutrality in order to negotiate with the conflict parties.\textsuperscript{166}

Examples of peaceful resistance and protest are reported from many contexts. In Aceh, the more subtle versions included flying white or United Nations flags in areas controlled by the rebels (rather than the rebels’ flag). Considerably more risk was taken by villagers who protected two Javanese neighbours from the separatists and ensured that they were able to remain. Another example of civilian resistance is the human rights activists in Aceh who criticised both the insurgent GAM and Indonesian government and army.\textsuperscript{167}

Silent resistance should not be overlooked. When Mosul was controlled by the so-called Islamic State between 2014 and 2017 some parents kept their children out of schools run by the violent actors in order to avoid ideologisation and indoctrination — even if that meant that their children did not learn to read and write.\textsuperscript{168}

Public resistance often leads to subsequent flight. The Geneva Convention of 1951 provides protections for persons fleeing persecution. Implicitly, that means there are people who, when faced with the choice to stay or leave, choose the former (at least initially) while making their opposition known.\textsuperscript{169} Strategies of resistance can exacerbate personal risk and end in flight — or detention and death. Given their obvious risks, strategies of resistance do not always serve to enhance individual and collective safety, quite the contrary. The fact they are pursued at all by some
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civilians in most violent conflicts points to the possibility that stayees may possess higher risk tolerance.

Self-defence

Civilians in conflict contexts employ various forms of self-defence against armed actors, for example founding their own militias or even joining fighting groups in order to reduce their risk. One striking example is Colombia’s unarmed “Guardia Indígena”, a community organisation that has negotiated with violent actors in the country’s long civil war.

It is not always easy or even possible to distinguish between civilians and combatants. A case study from the first phase of the civil war in Liberia (1990–1996) shows how difficult it is to draw a line between self-defence and collaboration. The reasons for this include close social and economic contact with fighters, the phenomenon of community members being sent to join different armed groups in order to strategically protect the whole village, and participation in trade in looted goods. Similar grey areas appear where individuals switch between fighting and civilian roles (and may even find membership of an armed group to be empowering).

In many conflicts civilians form armed self-defence forces. In certain cases these formations are promoted by the state and may be part of a counter-insurgency strategy. Sometimes such militias become involved in crimes, in particular drug trafficking, kidnapping and blackmail, or become a conflict party in their own right, seeking control over territory. Given that they often exercise massive violence against the civilian population, their protective function is restricted to their members.

Interim conclusion

Those who stay in regions affected by acute violent conflict employ a spectrum of strategies to protect themselves. This applies to stayees who are voluntarily or acquiescently immobile, and to a certain extent also to the involuntarily immobile. The latter may not see any realistic perspective of leaving, but must survive nonetheless.

Multiple survival strategies may be followed simultaneously or successively depending on the context and dynamics.

Between the poles of collaboration and resistance or self-defence — as per Hirschman’s classic categories — we find a multitude of coping strategies. Here, they have been sorted according to how passive or active (or even potentially violent) they are. Neutrality, avoidance and resistance are non-violent, while collaboration and self-defence may involve direct or indirect use of violence. Frequently multiple protection strategies are employed simultaneously or successively depending on the context and dynamics — which stayees know well and follow closely.

Stayees are not simply helpless victims of violent conflict. They possess and exploit options and agency. Their strategies are not always without danger to themselves and others. Informers can trigger acts of violence, militias created for self-defence have been accused of human rights violations.

Despite cases of civilian complicity and profiteering, it must not be forgotten that a large proportion of the affected civilian population still needs support. Supplying this is one of the central tasks of humanitarian aid and — as the two become ever more closely coordinated — also increasingly of development cooperation.
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Recommends for Humanitarian Aid and Development Cooperation

As the foregoing analysis demonstrates, people still possess choices even in violent conflicts. It is also clear that the international community plays an ambivalent role when it comes to protection. On the one hand, the central international actors, such as humanitarian organisations, peace missions and development institutions, are fundamentally aware that those who stay also have needs. On the other, people living in conflict zones cannot rely on international actors to ensure their physical safety and protect them from harm. Because of a lack of awareness, stayees are still too frequently overlooked, treated as simply involuntarily immobile or inadequately distinguished from IDPs.

A number of general recommendations for humanitarian aid and development cooperation follow from the above analysis.

Consider the entire mobility spectrum and understand the (im)mobility perspective as added value

The “mobility bias” in politics and research needs to be acknowledged and challenged. (Im)mobility needs to be considered in all its facets and the (im)mobility perspective understood as a bonus because it helps us to understand complex contexts and improve the work conducted there, without requiring any fundamentally new activities. External actors involved in humanitarian aid, development cooperation and peace-building already possess comprehensive experience in supporting civilian populations during and after violent conflicts. An additional (im)mobility perspective opens up a new understanding of people in conflict zones. It can contribute to ensuring that those who stay for whatever reason are more quickly identified, more thoroughly taken into account, and better supported by humanitarian and above all development actors. Even the fundamentally positive engagement of German development cooperation in forced displacement contexts since 2015 is not immune to overlooking those who stay.

It is important to be aware of the entire spectrum of (im)mobility, which extends well beyond refugees and IDPs: from voluntary immobile and acquiescent to involuntary immobile and immobilised. The objective must be to ensure that basic services are available to all who need them, and that those affected are able to make their own (im)mobility decisions. Even if lack of resources, growing needs and/or difficult circumstances sometimes prevent this being properly realised, it does offer basic guidance for action.

Support for stayees must not hinder or prevent the possibility of later flight.

This certainly does not absolve humanitarian aid and development actors of the responsibility to identify the immobilised. Depending on context and needs, external (humanitarian) actors can make a significant contribution here, by negotiating access to humanitarian aid and/or organising evacuations. People who wish to leave but are unable to do so on their own should be assisted to evacuate — ideally even in situations where armed groups immobilise civilians against their will. But those who wish to stay should also receive access to humanitarian aid where they are without needing to relocate to IDP camps, as should refugees and their host communities. That said, on-the-ground support for stayees must not hinder or prevent the possibility of later flight. Nor
should acknowledgement of stayees lead to neglect of the forcibly displaced and returnees.

Actors following comprehensive approaches should provide aid regardless of migration status without asking whether a person is a stayee, refugee, IDP or returnee. Instead they should apply vulnerability criteria or use area-based approaches as an alternative to status-based support.

The HDP nexus, which seeks to integrate humanitarian, development and peace-building approaches, also offers a conceptual starting point for situations of forced displacement and for post-conflict contexts. The objective here is to ensure that all those affected by a conflict — regardless of their mobility status — receive the attention they need through cooperation between all relevant actors.

Stayees are unevenly affected by conflict. Those who live far from the fighting can often feel comparatively safe and may not even think about leaving. Vulnerability remains the central criterion for support.

**Acknowledge civilian agency**

If international humanitarian aid and development actors are to protect and support civilian stayees, it is important to know and understand their survival strategies. Public discussions and international actors working on the ground still too frequently assume that civilians in such situations have no agency. Stayees must be taken seriously as actors and their specific circumstances need to be better understood, with all the facets of voluntary, acquiescent and involuntary immobility. Only then can support measures be developed to help all those affected by violent conflict, whether they decide to stay or flee and whenever they do so. This must include hearing what civil society voices are saying about dangers, conveying their warnings to international and UN bodies, and ensuring that independent and impartial information on the state of the conflict is available to those affected (for example by radio or text message).

The humanitarian aid “grand bargain” also points in the same direction, with its promises to provide aid increasingly through and to local organisations and to involve recipients more closely in the decision-making processes. It is crucial to avoid actions that undermine the survival strategies of the civilian population. Knowledge of these strategies is necessary, for example to recognise changing patterns of mobility or to avoid obstructing dialogue initiatives.

Knowing about the strategies also means being prepared to encounter civilian collaboration and perpetrators, understanding the circumstances that create them and what that means for a society during and after conflict. Confidence-building, reckoning and reconciliation are fundamental to sustainable peace-building. Mental health and psychosocial support (MHPSS) for the forcibly displaced has rightly received great attention in recent years. German humanitarian aid and development actors should ensure that the same is also offered to stayees.

**Do No Harm: Protecting from the helpers**

Where members of peace missions, humanitarian aid workers and development experts are deployed in fragile contexts and violent conflicts, reports of sexualised violence and exploitation frequently emerge. Truly comprehensive protection of the civilian population must therefore also take account of this potential violation of the do-no-harm principle. This problem affects forcibly displaced persons as well as stayees, making countermeasures all the more important.

Ensuring that civilian populations and those working with them know their rights and duties would be a first step, along with enforcing the rules and punishing violations — starting for example with the standard prohibition of romantic or sexual relationships with members of the civilian population. The recommendations on preventing sexual exploitation and abuse (SEA) published by UN organisations, task
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forces and other bodies are all very similar: establish complaints offices, standardise procedures for investigating allegations, employ qualified staff to prevent retraumatisation, protect and support victims materially and psychologically, and punish perpetrators. To date, however, implementation has been inadequate, despite the additional risks and the negative consequences for those affected by sexualised violence, who are overwhelmingly women and children.

The recent abuse and exploitation scandals (#AidToo) have naturally been discussed in German humanitarian aid and development circles. But there have been no real consequences, partly because the allegations principally concerned British organisations. The German government should consider which of the measures taken by the British government it could usefully adopt. Germany not only has a reputation to guard, as one of the biggest humanitarian and development donors. It also has an opportunity to set standards in a key sphere of feminist foreign and development policy.

A comprehensive perspective on return and reintegration

A safe and dignified voluntary return is one of the three durable solutions for refugees. Supporting large return movements when conflicts end and refugee status expires is an important task of humanitarian aid and development cooperation in the Global South. In light of the observation that stayees are frequently overlooked (although a degree of progress has been made), several recommendations can be made. For peace-building and reconciliation it is imperative that aid and development programmes serve the needs of all relevant groups — including stayees and IDPs — rather than concentrating solely on returnees. To address the competition for scarce sources such as income that frequently occurs, aid programmes should exploit or create economic opportunities, for example through local procurement, and expanding basic services for all residents regardless of migration history and refugee status. Systematic investment in basic services can also contribute to reducing social tensions, if returnees are seen as bringing hope for development and prosperity rather than as a burden. Such interventions must be clearly and comprehensibly communicated. 182

Conflicts over land and compensation or return of property are almost inevitable when refugees return. Affordable, unbureaucratic and gender-equitable processes, easily accessible mediation mechanisms, and properly resourced courts are all helpful for conflict resolution. 183

The purpose of such measures is not simply to promote fairness. As examples from Bosnia, Burundi, Iraq and South Sudan demonstrate, competition over land, employment and social norms between stayees and returnees can cause new conflicts and hamper development. 184 External actors providing support need to go further than the standard do-no-harm approach and conflict sensitivity. They must also scrutinise the psychosocial consequences of their actions and ensure that adequate attention is paid to the psychological impacts of violence and trauma among those who stay as well as those who leave. German development cooperation has a long record of supporting return and reintegration in the Global South, including in cooperation with UNHCR. It should ensure that the comprehensive multi-sectoral approach is applied across the board. That means explicitly including stayees, as well as returnees and the places they return to.
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Conclusion

In Germany and the EU the question of populations that remain in conflict zones has tended to be overshadowed by a narrow focus on international forced displacement following the refugee movements of 2015/16. Protecting civilian populations in armed conflicts is by no means a new issue, but political attention has to date been sporadic. It is quite possible that the question will come to the fore again in connection with the current growth in numbers of refugees and seemingly exhausted reception capacity. Support for stayees implies a possibility of reducing international migration and keeping people in their countries and regions of origin. That makes improving protection for people in situations of violent conflict attractive to governments that want to prevent refugees arriving in their countries. From the human rights perspective, it is obvious that protecting civilian populations must not serve to prevent flight or to undermine the right to asylum. For those forced to flee asylum remains vital. The German government should both continue to support countries and regions hosting refugees and IDPs and ensure that its humanitarian aid and development cooperation are better tailored to the needs of stayees.

The existence of stayees appears to demonstrate that it is fundamentally possible for civilians to remain where they live even during armed conflicts. This in turn might call into question why refugees and asylum-seekers need protection at all. Analysis of the macro-, meso-, and micro-level factors and the complex decision-making processes and trade-offs involved in fleeing or staying exposes that assertion as a gross oversimplification. Certain individuals possess the agency and opportunity to decide whether to stay or leave, while others are involuntarily immobilised. A proper understanding of the different contexts can contribute to providing enough support and protection for people to stay voluntarily. The interaction of individual markers and environment has different effects from person to person, and many will continue to need support. At the political level, peaceful resolution of armed conflicts remains the priority, along with efforts to uphold humanitarian international law, in particular to protect civilian populations and sanction violations.
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